Deportation Of Radical Urged by Tories

T. Paine, French jail bird has come to America to tell how and why we ought to get rid of our sovereign, King George (God Bless Him!) and substitute for him George Washington's criminal slave state.

In return for this he will take back to Europe with him the news of our glorious sovereigns to aid the French revolutionists.

Paine—who ought to have been deported before he could get off the boat—will help us by his mass murder in the name of the damned Yankees throughout the Colonies.

What really is needed is freedom for himself and his fellow suspects which threatens to wipe out our rights.

T. Paine, as an author comes with forged credentials.

His mask is literature, his face is counterfeited.

How much longer will we play "sucker" to these alien insurrectionists?

DEPORT PAINES!

Very Latest News

Extra! A special Hears correspondent learned today that one of the most radical and subversive documents ever penned by human hands is being drafted behind the scenes at the First Continental Congress in Carpenters' Hall, Philadelphia.

The draft is being written by that arch-radical, T. Paine, and will be called, "The Declaration of Independence."

The document is in question bristles with some of the most radical resolutions that the convention has ever run across. Among those slated to be incorporated in the draft are a thinly veiled demand for an end to all war, an attack on the preservation of slavery, and a declaration of freedom for the Indians.

Some of the ultra-radicals who have gained control of the convention are Samuel Adams of Massachusetts, Dr. Benjamin Franklin, Richard Henry Lee, Robert Morris and Button Gwinnet.

Fortunately, the conservative elements composed of Southern planters are the only ones strong enough to prevent the convention from adopting the radical document.

The manuscript is erroneously based on the political doctrine that governments exist by the consent of the governed, for the purpose of securing to men their inalienable rights of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.

"PAINES" IN THE NECK

By Edgar A. Fein

Others apart in some obscure recess, the studied lie for publication dress:

Prepared the vague report, fallacious tale, invented fresh calumnies, revived the stale, invented fresh calumnies, revive the stale, invented fresh calumnies, revive the stale, invented fresh calumnies, revive the stale.

Paine's latest dispatches from Boston proper tell how and why we ought to get rid of our sovereign, King George (God Bless Him!) and substitute for him George Washington's criminal slave state.

In return for this he will take back to Europe with him the news of our glorious sovereigns to aid the French revolutionists.

Paine—who ought to have been deported before he could get off the boat—will help us by his mass murder in the name of the damned Yankees throughout the Colonies.

What really is needed is freedom for himself and his fellow suspects which threatens to wipe out our rights.

T. Paine, as an author comes with forged credentials.

His mask is literature, his face is counterfeited.

How much longer will we play "sucker" to these alien insurrectionists?

DEPORT PAINES!
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DEPORT T. Paine!

Rising Young Revolutionist

G. Washington a Traitor

The group of murderous traitors who are trying to initiate insurrections against His Majesty King George (God Bless Him!), have recently been revealed as being entirely made up of a small group of alien traitors.

One of the leading hand of the group, G. Washington, was originated from a family of alien agitators by the name of Wassebonot.

His mother, Mary Ball Washington, was descended from John Ball who, over one hundred years before Columbus discovered America, went about England on horseback, preaching that all men are free and equal. He helped incite a rebellion against Richard and the nobility.

There was no other fair alternative than to head the culprit, and this was done on a happy day in 1381.

How can we compare that Older Richard and the nobility.

G. Washington has been involved in several lurid plots, revealed lately.

At Williamsburg, in the House of Burgesses, a report was received recently concerning the state of affairs in that center of intrigue, Boston. Washington made a speech:

"I WILL RAISE A THOUSAND MEN TO SUBMIT THEM AT MY OWN EXPENSE AND MARCH THEM TO THE RELIEF OF BOSTON."

Chosen as one of the six Virginians delegates to the Continental Congress to be held in the State House, Philadelphia, he has continued his radical activities.

To the friend, he wrote:

"An innate sense of freedom first told me that the measures" (of His Majesty—God Bless Him!) "are opposed to every principle of natural justice."

And now, it is rumored that this thief may be appointed the COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF of that rebel rabble of a continental army. He is helping sever the relations of the King's (God Bless Him!) Colonists with the mother country—the land that picked the colonists out as privileged characters and placed them in a land of new opportunity.

But with the army of backwoodsmen that he is amassing ... barefoot and undressed and fighting like the Indians with whom he was so intimate ... he must fail.

We shall Mi back and watch with amusement his humiliation as G. Washington flings the block his absent ances.
Queen's Oath Will Mop Up Red Students

The drive to stem the rising trend toward Moscovitism and revolution in the British colonies has been touched off precipitously today, when Lord Little- den introduced "The Queen's Oath," a practice that will be observed at all universities existing upon the continent of Europe.

The measure prescribes a pledge of allegiance similar to the River's Oath by which the Colonies, last year, signed the Treaty of Yorktown and, very effective oath was a progressive piece of legislation which cured the teachers of their unassimilation of spirit and of mind. Little- den declared in urging the measure, "It is time the American colonies stopped tolerating the education of young men (who are Moscovites) of persons who hold beliefs which endanger the fundamental principles of this country is not an unfair surmise. Whether we hold that our only future lies in allowing the immense force of youth to express itself, these people do not like our country they ought to go back to their land of origin."

The oath of King George III (God Bless Him) is entitled to kindred clods in spreading the spread of Moscovitism.

According to Hamilton, Y Kiple, powerful council leader of the Whig party, more rapid and extensive, than any other sphere of Moscovitism activity, is France.

"If you ever hear the Bee's press," he declared, "..."

Our leading universities, such as King's, Yale, Harvard, and Mt. Mary are the worst offenders—that is, they have the worst cells. The real sufferers are those of us who are still loyal to King George III (God Bless Him)."

The Whig party, which attacked William Randolph Hearst, is nothing but a cut and cut radical organization, he added, in the direction of the beautiful imperial order system organized by our ancestors. He called it "a new brand of Moscovitism, and rebuked Squirt Morgan, truculent and respected school-master, as he heard of the move to end text-book radicalism.

"God bless our King and Lord. The Queen's Oath is most powerfully favorable. It is too high, it is a blessing on the very significant development of our social scheme."

"It is a blessing on our education system, (God Bless Him!)

Handwriting Analysis No. III

We continue the series of handwriting analysis of the letter of the day's events, the first two were of the natures of..."